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The brain, just like any other muscle, is strengthened through use.  Mind Games teaches you the latest concepts on the workings of memory and how to apply them to "train your brain."  Whether you are looking to sharpen your own memory, or the memory of a loved one, this book will provide the strategies and techniques needed.  From mental exercises, games and activities, to diet recommendations and physical exercises, this resource can be used to train your brain for life.  (mind, brain, health, memory)
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Designing Visual Interfaces: Communication Oriented TechniquesPrentice Hall, 1994
An excellent introduction to the design theories involved in  the creation of user interfaces. Instead of the usual examples and  pictures of computer screens and application menus, Mullet approaches  the concept of UI from its "outside world" roots. With  examples ranging from street signs to corporate logos to the map of  the London...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Administration BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Welcome to the world of CRM! This chapter introduces you to
	the concepts of customer relationship management (CRM)
	without getting into many of the specifics about Dynamics
	CRM. If you are a long-time Dynamics CRM administrator, then you can
	focus on the XRM section of this chapter. If you have administered or
	used other CRM...
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HTML5 for Web DesignersBook Apart, 2010

	When Mandy Brown, Jason Santa Maria and I formed A Book Apart, one topic burned uppermost in our minds, and there was only one author for the job.


	Nothing else, not even "real fonts" or CSS3, has stirred the standards-based design community like the imminent arrival of HTML5. Born out of dissatisfaction with the pacing...
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Oxford American Handbook of NeurologyOxford University Press, 2010

	The Oxford Handbooks have been an extremely valuable adjunct to the education of physicians in mu tiple areas of medicine in the United Kingdom and in many other countries, principally those with inkages to the educational processes of medicine in the United Kingdom. These books have been less used in the United States, although they have...
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Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Flash CS4 Professional in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2009
Adobe is not exaggerating when it says that Flash CS4 Professional is the “industry-leading authoring environment for creating engaging interactive experiences.” You only need to visit a few sites that use Flash to understand how compelling it is. Using graphics, animation, sound, and interactivity, Flash can excite, teach, entertain,...
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Arthritis and Allied Conditions: A Textbook of Rheumatology (Two Volume Set)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Established as the “Bible of Rheumatology,” this definitive two-volume reference is now in its thoroughly updated Fifteenth Edition. More than 200 of the world’s preeminent experts provide encyclopedic coverage of the entire field of rheumatology, including relevant basic science, diagnostic and therapeutic...
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